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OTWOCK - ŚWIERK

Mieczysław Borysiewicz. Andrzej Gałkowski. Sławomir Potempski. Roman Żelazny:
Ensemble Atmospheric Dispersion Calculations for decision support systems. This document
describes two approaches to long-range atmospheric dispersion of pollutants based on the
ensemble concept. In the first part of the report some experiences related to the exercises
undertaken under the ENSEMBLE project of the European Union are presented. The second
part is devoted to the implementation of mesoscale numerical prediction models RAMS and
atmospheric dispersion model HYPACT on Beowulf cluster and theirs usage for ensemble
forecasting and long range atmospheric ensemble dispersion calculations based on available
meteorological data from NCEP, NOAA (USA).
Mieczysław Borysiewicz. Andrzej Gałkowski. Sławomir Potempski. Roman Żelazny:
Ensemble - Obliczenia dyspersji atmosferycznej dla systemów wspomagania decyzji.
Dokument opisuje dwa podejścia do problemu daleko-zasięgowego modelowania dyspersji
skażeń w atmosferze opartego na koncepcji „ensemble". W pierwszej części raportu
zaprezentowano własne doświadczenia z przeprowadzanych w ramach projektu ENSEMBLE
Unii Europejskiej. Cześć druga poświęcona jest implementacji mezoskalowego modelu
numerycznego prognozowania pogody RAMS oraz modelu obliczeń dyspersyjnych HYPACT
na klastrze typu Beowulf i ich wykorzystanie do stochastycznych obliczeń prognostycznych i
dyspersyjnych przy użyciu danych meteorologicznych dostępnych w NCEP, NOAA (USA).
Mieczysław Borysiewicz. Andrzej Gałkowski. Sławomir Potempski, Roman Żelazny:
Ensemble - Расчёты атмосферной дисперсии для систем поддержки решений. Этот
документ представляет два подхода к проблеме моделирования большой дальности для
дисперсии загразнений в атмосфере использующего проект ENSEMBLE. B первой
части рапорта представлен собственный опыт из работ проводящихся в рамках проекта
Европейского Союза. Вторая часть посвящается имплементации мезошкальной
численной модели прогноза погоды на кластере Beowulf и его -использование- к
дисперсионным вычислениям с использованием метеорологических данных из NCEP,
NOAA (USA).
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document describes two approaches to long-range atmospheric dispersion of pollutants based
on the ensemble concept. In the first part of the report some experiences related to the exercises
undertaken under the ENSEMBLE project of the European Union are presented. The second part is
devoted to the implementation of mesoscale numerical prediction models on Beowulf cluster and its
usage for long range atmospheric dispersion calculations based on available meteorological data
from NCEP, NOAA (USA).
During the days of the Chernobyl nuclear accident, the European National Long-range
dispersion forecasts differed because of differences in national models, differences in weather
prediction methods. Differences in national forecasts caused problems at the European level, as
many National emergency management strategies did not cohere with those in neighboring
countries. The ENSEMBLE project was set out to addresses this harmonization and coherence
issues for emergency management and decision-making in relation to long range atmospheric
dispersion modeling. The idea behind ENSEMBLE originated from the 1994 ETEX project where
about 50 long-range dispersion forecast models were run at several Institutes around the world to
simulate two real long-range tracer releases involving a large part of the European territory, Girardi
et al. (1998); Mosca et al. (1998b). The participants of the ENSEMBLE project count 17 European
Meteorological Institutes and national responsible emergency organisations in addition to Canadian,
Japanese and US American agencies. The participating models are typically national nuclear
emergency preparedness modules, but include also the joint European atmospheric dispersion
module developed within the European Real-time On-line Decision support System RODOS
Mikkelsen et al. (1997); Mikkelsen et al. (1998).
ENSEMBLE can be seen as a web-based decision support system for real-time exchange and
evaluation of national long-range dispersion forecasts of nuclear releases with cross-boundary
consequences. The system is developed with the purpose to reconcile among disparate national
forecasts for long-range dispersion.
ENSEMBLE addresses the problem of achieving a common coherent strategy across European
national emergency management when national long-range dispersion forecasts differ from one
another during an accidental atmospheric release of radioactive material.
A series of new decision-making "ENSEMBLE" procedures and Web-based software
evaluation and exchange tools have been created for real-time reconciliation and harmonisation of
real-time dispersion forecasts from meteorological and emergency centres across Europe during an
accident.

2. PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION
OF ENSEMBLE RESULTS USING RODOS/MATCH SYSTEM
This part describes the procedure used in the Institute of Atomic Energy, Poland, during
ENSEMBLE experiments in order to obtain requested results. The main software is
RODOS/MATCH system. However because of necessity of some additional post-processing other
programs and scripts has had to be prepared and have been utilized.

2.1. Algorithm
1. The first step is to start RODOS/MATCH calculations. The following options are used:
output selection should include all needed by ENSEMBLE project results i.e.: concentration
(mean and instantaneous), deposition (dry, wet and/or total), boundary layer, precipitation;
because of the problem with running MATCH on the whole domain of HDRLAM data some
subarea is selected typically by cutting mostly right columns and bottom rows (this can be
done using the option: "Select subarea in weather data" in the dialogue window);
in case of more complicated source term several runs of MATCH are executed. For example
consider the most difficult experiment no. 4, when the original source term was defined with
some values on 0-1 km height and 1-1.3 km height. Then the first segment was divided into
10 segment (each 100 m), and the second one in two smaller segments (each 150 m). Next
the middle points of each segment was taken as a point source term with properly scaled
source term value. This means that 12 runs of MATCH were done with source terms defined
on the following heights: 50, 150, ..., 950, 1075 and 1225 m. The option for defining four
source terms available in RODOS/MATCH has not worked properly and thus had not been
utilized;
in case of ground level source term 1 m of release height is assumed (again it seems that 0 m
level doesn't work);
there is a problem of choosing appropriate level of MATCH in order to get results for higher
heights (200m, 500m, 1300m, 3000m). Apart from concentration MATCH grib files contain
also pressure values for HERLAM levels (as HIRLAM uses pressure levels). The following
formula is used (in MATCH model) to get values on some pressure level:
PRESSURE=ALEV+BLEV*PRESSURE(32), where ALEV and BLEV are some (given)
coefficients and PRESSURE(32) is the lowest layer pressure. Then using the hydrostatic
equation: — = -J-^-, where p - pressure, z - height, T- temperature [K], g=9.8l m/s2,
dz
RT
R=2%1 J/kg/K, one can easily calculate thickness of al! layers by the following formula:
Az(ffj) = -r*287/9.81*[lnjt7(m + l)-lnp(m)]. Hence the thickness of the layers is as
follows:
Layer number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Thickness of layer [m]
65
80
80
150
155
230
240
310
325
400
450
520

Height of top surface of the layer [m]
65
145
225
375
530
760
1000
1310
1635
2035
2485
3005

In consequence it has been decided to take levels: 3, 5, 8 and 12 as the most suitable ones.

2. In this step produced results of different MATCH calculations stored in grib Cs* files (or others
for different radionuclides) are decoding into some binary temporary files using gribex package
obtained from ECMWF.
3. In the next step concentration and deposition fields stored in previous step are added and again
stored in binary temporary files.
4. In this step all stored fields are interpolated and transferred into ENSEMBLE grid. This procedure
is based on weighted interpolation with the weight 1/R2, where R is a distance from ENSEMBLE
grid point to neighbouring MATCH grid points.
5. In this step 1-hour average concentration fields are calculated using data from two consecutive
hours (e.g. 11.00 and 12.00).
6. In the last step all files are stored in format needed by enform program in order to have data in a
proper ENSEMBLE format.
For the steps 2-6 some unix scripts are used, so all the operations are done practically automatically.
However it has happened few times that grib files haven't been read correctly and some additional
manual operations have been necessary.

22. Some observations
During the experiments it has been noticed that even by using the RODOS/MATCH software there
are some minor changes in produced results. Assuming the same meteorological data used the
possible reasons between MATCH results could come from:
- different treatment of source term,
different interpolation on ENSEMBLE grid,
different treatment of higher layers.
It seems that the first reason is the most important.

3. ENSEMBLE EXERCISE FOR DECISION MAKERS IN POLAND
3.1. Introduction
In 2002 and 2003 the ENSEMBLE exercise for decision makers was undertaken in the National
Atomic Energy Agency in Warsaw. Before the exercise the main ideas of the ENSEMBLE project
were presented with the particular stress on available results on the ENSEMBLE Web site. As the
scenario of the exercise it was decided to use experiments number 4 and 10, mainly because
expected concentration and deposition in Poland were bigger than in other experiments. In the fourth
experiment the source term was not typical therefore comparison of models in such difficult
situation could be also of particular interest.

3.2. Presented results
All types of results available at website for the experiment 4 were evaluated during exercise. Some
of them are included in the current document. The most interesting tool for decision makers was
comparison of Polish result of calculation against other predictions particularly German, British and
French ones.
Exercise 04- — Agreement on threshold level for time—integrated concentration

Release info:

Date and time: 2002-02-06 18:00 UTC (+30h15m after release start)

Location: 01:33 W +7:13 N

Threshold level = 1 0 Bqh/m'

Start: 2002-02-05 11:45 LTTC
Duration: 6 hours
Models) [delto meteo/delta upload]
PLI [-5h45m/+14-4h55m]
DK4- [-5h+5rn/+3h26m]
:'. . ova
UKI [-nh+5m/+4Q55h29m]
DEI [-11h45m/+1h52m]
FR1 [-11h45m/-0h41m]

0,0%

5O.0X

!00.0S

Percentage of models «qual to or above threshold
Projection: LambertAzlmuthal
Created by user spotempsM on 2002-07-25 18:4-1:51 UTC

Fig. 1. Agreement on threshold level for time-integrated concentration, models: PLl, DK4.

Exercise 04- — Space overlap for time—integrated concentration in 3<%h/ina

Release info:

Date and time: 2002-02-06 I8;00 UTC <+30h15ro after release start)

Location: 01:33 W +7:13 N

Threshold level = 10

Start: 2002-02-05 11:45 UTC
Duration: 6 hours

Models) [delta meteo/delta upload]
Enserr-'Ые .^ r-:, ~
PLI [-5h45m/+1 MhSSm]

UK1 [-llh45m/+4055h29m]
DE1 [ - H M 5 m / + 1 h 5 2 m ]
FRI [-11h4Sm/-0h41m]
Overlap (FNS)

Prolection: LambertAzlmuthal
Created by user spotempski or. 2002-07-25 18:4-0:17 UTO

Fig. 2. Space overlap for time - integrated concentration, model PLl.
Exercise 04 — Agreement on threshold level for dry <flbpos]tton

Release info:

Date and time: 2002-02-06 18:00 UTO (+30h15ra after release start)

Location: 01:33 W 47:13 N

Threshold level = 10 Sq/rne

Start: 2002-02-05 11:45 LTO
Duration; 6 hours
Model(s) [delta meteo/delta upload]
ATL members:
PL1 [-5h45m/+144h55m]
DK4 [-5h45m/+3h26m]

' avg
UKI [-1 1 h45m/+4Q55h29m]
OE1 [-11h45m/+1h52m]
FRI [-11h45m/-0h41m]

0.0%

50.0%
Percentage of models equal to or above threshold

100.0Ж

Projection: LarnbertAzimuthal
Created by user spotempski on 2002-07-25 18:43:52 UTC

Fig. 3. Agreement on threshold level for dry deposition, models: PLl, DK4.

Exercise 04 — Agreement on percentile threshold for dry deposition in 6q/rnc
Dote and time: 2002-02-06 18:00 UTC (+30h15rn after release start)
Percentre threshold = IOX

Release info:
Location: 01:33 W 47:13 N
Start: 2002-02-05 11:45 UTC
Duration: 6 hours

Modeli» [delta meteo/tWta upload]
PL1 [-5h45m/+144h55m]
UK1 [-1 1 h45m/+4055h29m]
DE1 [-I1h45m/+lh52m]
FRI [-11 h45m/-Qh41ro]

I

I I'

1.00E-05 1.0CE-04 1.00E-03 1 .COE-02 1.00E-01 I.OOE+00 1 .OOE+01 I .ООЕч-02 1 .OOE+03 I.OOE+04

Projection: LambertAiimuthal
Created by user spoternpski on 2002-07-25 18:44-:J9 UTC

Fig. 4. Agreement on percentile threshold for dry deposition, models: PLl, UKl, DEl, FRl.
Exercise 04 — Space o/erlap for dry deposition in Bq/mc
Date and time: 2002-02-06 18:00 UTC C+30M5m after release start)
Threshold level = 10

Release info:
Location: 01:33 W 47:13 N
Start: 2002-02-05 11:45 LrTC
Duration: 6 hours

Model(s) [delta meteo/ddta upload]
Ensemble A: none
PLI [-5h45ra/+144h55m]

UK1 [-1 1 h45tn/+4055h29m]
DE1 [-1lh45m/+1h52m]
FRI [-11h45rri/-0h41m]
Overlap (FkIS)
74Ж

Protection: Larnbertj^zimuthal
Created by user spotempski on 2002-07-25 18:42:43 UTC

Fig. 5. Space overlap for dry deposition, model PLl.
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Exercise 04 — Scatter diagram for dry deposition in Bq/m c

Release info:

Date and time: 2002-02-Q6 18:00 UTO (+30h15™ after release start)

Location: 01:J3 W 4-7:13 N

Ensemble A range: [ 2.11E-M, 8.60E+03] - Ensemble Б data range: [ 1.97E-22, 5.23E+03]

Stert: 2002-02-05 1 1:45 UTC
Duration: 6 hours

Model(s) [delta meteo/delta upload]
ЕгаетЫе А (Г axis): none
1.0OE-HJO

PL1 [-5h45ra/+144h55m]

-

Епз«тЫе B (X airis): avg
UK1 [-1 1 h45m/+4055h29rn]
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0M8 - Х54Е+0Я { 2.3OE+O0, 6.O4E+00)

Created by user spotempski on 2002-07-25 18:ł5^7 UTC

Fig. 6. Scatter diagram for dry deposition, model PLl,
Exercise 04 - Time overtop for dry deposition In Bq/m*

Release info:

Date and time: lrorn 2002-02-05 12:O0 to 2002-02-07 21:00 UTC

Location: 01:J3 W +7:13 N

Ensemble A maximum:

Start: 2002- 02-05 11:45 UTO

S.93E+02 - Ensemble B maximum:
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Fig. 7. Time overlap for dry deposition, model PLl.

Exercise 10 — Grid plot for time— integrated concentration of Cs137 in Bqh/m B

Release from London (UK)

DaLe and time: 2003-06-13

Location: 00:00 E 51 :33 N

12:00 UTC (+48h0m after release start)

Data range: [ 3,ОЗЕ-06> 2.72Е+00]

Start: 2003-06-11 T2:00 1ЛС
Duration: &00 s hours
Ensemble type: none
Modfcl(s) [delta metto/delta upload]
PL1 [-6h0rr,/-0h30rn]

1.00E-O5

1.00E-O4

I „OOE-03

i .00E-O2

1.00E-O1

1.00E+OD i .00E+O1

I .OOE+02

I .СЮЕ+ОЗ ł .00E+04

Projection: LambertAz'imuthal
Cnsatftd by user spoternpski on 2 0 0 3 - 0 9 - 1 7 16:09:04 UTC

Fig. 8. Grid plot for time - integrated concentration of Cs 137, model PLl.
Exercise 10 — Grid plot for time—integrated concentration of Cs137 in Bqh/m"

Release from London (UK)

Date and time: 2 0 0 5 - 0 6 - ^ 3 MOQ UTC (+^a^Om after rHease start)

Loeetkm: 0ОЛО E 5 l : ł 3 N

DaLu range: [ S.I7E-08,

Start: 2 0 0 3 - 0 6 - 1 1 12:00
Duration: 900 s hours
Ensemble type: none
[rteito rvietfcn/delTn uplond]
PL1 [+1Bh0m/++4h15rn]

1.0OE-OS I .OGE-04

KOOE-03

1 .GGE-02

1.0OE-01 1 ,OOE+OO 1.00E-+O1 1.00E+02

1-00E+O3

1.00E+O4

Projection: LambeiiAzirnuthol
CrrtOtftfJ by usftr spnt^mpski on 20ПЛ-0Я--17

Fig. 9. Grid plot for time - integrated concentration of Cs 137, model P L l .

Exercise 10 — Space overlap for time—integrated concentration of Cs137 in Bqh/rn3

Release from London (UK)

Date and time: 2003.-06-13 I2;00 UTC (+4ShOm after release start)

Location: 00:00 E 51:33 N

Threshold level = 0.001

Start: 2003-06-11 12:00 LTTC
Duration: 900 £ hours

Model(s) [delta meteo/delta upload]
Ensemble A: nor"^
PL1 [-Sh0m/-0h30rn]

PLI [+1Bh0m/+44-h15rn]
Overlap (FMS)
ЗОЯ

Projection: LambertAzlmuthal
Created by user spoternpskl on 2003-09-17 16:15:11 UTC

Fig. 10. Space overlap for time — integrated concentration of Cs 137, model PLl.
Exercise 10 - Grid plot for time-integrated concentration of Cs137 in Bqh/m a
Date and time: 2003-06-13 12:00 UTC (+48h0m after release start)
Data range: [ S.19E-06, 3.74E+00]

Release from London (UK)
Location: 00:00 E 51:33 N
Start: 2003-06-11 12:00 ITC
Duration: 900 s hours
Ensemble type: none
Model(s) [delta meteo/delta upload]
UK1 [-Sri0m/-1h1Bml

1.00E-O5

I.OOE-04

1.00E-OJ

1.00E-02

1.00E-Ol

1.0OE-I-OD I.OOE-tOI

1.GOE-KH 1 .00E-I-Oi

I.OOE-l-O-t

Pre-jecti'on: LambertAzlmuthal
Created by user spotempski on 2003-09-17 16:12:00 UTG

Fig. 11. Grid plot for time — integrated concentration of Cs 137, model UKl.

Exercise 10 - Spoce cverlop for time—Integrated concentration of Cs137 in Bqh/m*

Release from London (UK)

Date and time: 2003-06-13 15:00 UTC (+4ShOm after release start)

Location; 00:00 E 51:33 N

Threshold level •=• 0.001

Start: 2003-06-11 12:00 UTC
Duration: 900 s hour*

Modelfs) [ddto meteo/delta upload]
~ A: none
PLI [ - 6 h 0 m / - 0 h 3 0 m ]

DK+ [ - 6 r i 0 m / + l h + 8 m ]

Projection: LambertAzimuthul
Created by user sf^oternpski on 2 0 0 3 - 0 9 - 1 7 1S:13:+3 UTC

Fig. 12. Space overlap for rime- integrated concentration of Cs 137, model PLl.
Exercise 10 - Space overlap for time-integrated concentration of Cs137 in 8qh/m*
Date and time: 2003-06-13 12:00 UTO (+48h0m after release start)
Threshold level = 0.001

Release from London (UK)
Location; 00:00 E 51:33 N
Start 2003-06-11 12:00 UTC
Duration: 900 S houru

Mw)el(s) [delta metw/delta upload]
PLI [+1Bh0m/+«h15m]

UKI [-6h0™/-1h1Bm]
Overlap I1FMS)
62!t

Projection; LambertAzimuthai
Created by user spotempski on 2GQ3-09-17 15:14:21 UTC

Fig. 13. Space overlap for time— integrated concentration of Cs 137, model PLl.
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Exercise 10 — Agreement or percentile threshold for total deposition of Cs137 in Bq/m B
Date and time: 2003-06-13 12:00 UTC (+48hQrn after release start)
Percentile threshold = 75%

Release from London (UK)
Location: 00:00 E 51:33 N
Start 2003-06-11 12:00 UTC
Duration: 9QO s hours

Madsl(s) [delta mtteo/detta uplood]
UKI [+60hOm/+117h4Sm]
US1 [+60h0m/+120r,16m]
DK4 [+60h0m/+195h5+m]
PU [+iahQm/+++h15m]

I.OOE-05 1.00E-O4 1.00E-O3 1.00E-02 1.00E-O1 l.OOE+00 l.OOE+01 1.00E+02 1.00E+03 1.00E+O4
Projection: LjambertAzimuthol
Created by user spotempski on 2003-09-17 16:36:4-3 UTC

Fig. 14. Agreement on percentile threshold for total deposition of Cs 137, models: UKl, USl, DK4, PLl.

3 3 . Some remarks and conclusions
Practically all available information on the ENSEMBLE Web site information was found useful
(Figs. 1-7). The most appreciated was space analysis: space overlap, confidence in threshold level
and scatter diagram. For selected space point (typically on the country border and places of
particular interest) time analysis was found relevant. For general consideration of model
comparisons also global analysis was considered as an interesting information.
The main missing information identified by the decision makers was doses and/or dose rates as
being of particular interest for decision makers in the aspect of possible emergency action planning.
It was mentioned that short explanations of statistical parameters could be put directly on the Web
site. The scatter diagrams would be more transparent if it could provide with information in which
points models or ensembles differ essentially. Some of participants noticed that it could be also
desirable to be supported by some kind of fuzzy reasoning, while examining the confidence of
thresholds - for example once the threshold is defined and model A in some point verifies the
condition while model B doesn't, then additionally the difference in this point is examined and if
this difference is relatively small it's assumed that model B also verifies the condition. This idea
could be extended also to other types of model comparisons. The experiment 10 showed usefulness
of comparison of different models (Figs. 8-14). In this case first results from for example DMI and
other meteorological offices were essentially different. However, after upgrading new
meteorological data agreement in results was much better. Acquaintance of results coming from
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other emergency centers can play an important role in decision making process in situation, when
noticed
significant differences are noticed.

4. THE REGIONAL MESOSCALE MODEL RAMS
For the purpose of long-range atmospheric dispersion calculations the Regional Mesoscale Model
-RAMS has been implemented on Beowulf cluster in the Institute of Atomic Energy. The reason was
that the RAMS can coupled with the HYPACT (HYbrid PArticle and Concentration Transport
Model) model for simulation of long range transport of pollutants in atmosphere. This part of the
report describes the RAMS model.
4.1. General equations of RAMS
The general equations for RAMS are described below. The equations are the standard hydrostatic or
non-hydrostatic Reynolds-averaged primitive equations. All variables, unless otherwise denoted, are
grid-volume averaged quantities where the over bar has been omitted. The horizontal and vertical
grid transformations are omitted in this section for clarity. These transformations will be described
later. The symbols are defined in table 4.1. The non-hydrostatic equations are:
Equations of motion:
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The hydrostatic option in RAMS replaces the vertical equation of motion and the mass continuity
equation with:
Hydrostatic equation:
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Table 4.1. Symbols used in this paper
i Symbol j
iu

ieast-west wind component

|v

T
inorth-south wind component

Definition

jw

jvertical wind component

if

iCoriolis parameter

IKn,

jeddy viscosity coefficient for momentum
ieddy viscosity coefficient for heat and moisture

je a

!ice-liquid water potential temperature
!water mixing ratio species of total water, rain, pristine crystals,
!aggregates, and snow

\P
!
icon

!density
!subscript denoting tendency from convective parameterization

•rad

!subscript denoting tendency from radiation parameterization

ires

!subscript denoting tendency from resolvable scale microphysical
!parameterization

!

igT
;r

!Gravity
itotal water mixing ratio
!water vapor mixing ratio

i7C

к

itotal Exner function
jperturbation Exner function
!virtual potential temperature

p

!Pressure
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4.2. Grid structure
4.2.1. Grid stagger
The grid stagger used in RAMS is the standard C grid (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976). All
thermodynamic and moisture variables are defined at Ae same point with the velocity components,
u, v, and w staggered 1/2 Ax, 1/2 Ay, and 1/2 Az, respectively.
4.2.2. Map projection
The horizontal grid uses a rotated polar-stereographic projection, where the pole of the projection is
rotated to an area near the center of the domain, thus minimizing the distortion of the projection in
the main area of interest. The appropriate "map factors" are used in all horizontal derivative terms.
4.2.3. Terrain-following coordinate
The vertical structure of the grid uses the a z terrain-following coordinate system (Gal-Chen and
Somerville, 1975; Clark, 1977; Tripoli and Cotton, 1982). It is a terrain-following az coordinate
system where the top of the model domain is exactly flat and the bottom follows the terrain. The
coordinates in this system are defined as:

where H is the height of the top of the grid and z g is local topography height as a function of x and y.
Derivative terms can be written (Clark, 1977) in tensor notation as:
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The relationship between the Cartesian wind components and the components in the transformed
system is:
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This transformation can be viewed as a simple mapping of the horizontal velocity components
to the terrain-following system since they remain horizontal in Cartesian space. This eliminates the
complication of dealing with non-orthogonal velocity components. The vertical component, w , has
an imposed value of 0 at z , which implies no mass flux through the ground surface.
43. Nested grids
Grid nesting is used in RAMS to provide high spatial resolution in selected locations, while
covering a large domain at lower resolution. A nested grid occupies a region within the
computational domain of its coarser parent grid, and coincides with, rather than replaces, the parent
grid mesh in that region. Any number of nested grids may be used, within the limits of available
computer memory. The grids may be configured as a telescoping sequence where parent grids are
themselves nested within coarser grids, with several nested grids having the same parent, or as a
combination of these. A nested grid may, but need not, extend from the ground to the model top, and
it can be moved horizontally during a model simulation with the velocity of a traveling system such
as a thunderstorm or tropical cyclone in order to keep the system within the high resolution grid.
Mesh refinement on a nested grid may be prescribed for the horizontal or vertical directions, or both.
The refinement is always required to be an integer ratio, such that a whole number of nested grid
cells are contained within a parent grid cell. Since RAMS uses a terrain-following vertical
coordinate, the terrain definition must be compatible between grids such that the vertical levels on
both grids coincide properly. Vertical nesting in RAMS may be used on stretched grids to provide
even greater vertical resolution on a nested grid (NG) relative to its parent grid (PG). In addition, the
vertical nesting ratio may be varied with height.
RAMS employs the grid nesting technique described in Clark and Farley (1984) and Clark and
Hall (1991), with a generalization for stretched grids and a spatially variable nesting ratio described
in Walko et al. (1993). The technique carries out a two-way communication of all prognostic
variables between any nested grid and its parent grid. Communication from the parent to the nested
grid is accomplished immediately following a time step on the parent grid which updates the
prognostic fields. The updated values are interpolated sequentially in the coordinate directions, to
the locations where they are defined on the boundaries of the nested grid. The NG values are
replaced by the interpolated values. A NG usually runs with a shorter time step than the parent grid.
Thus, linear interpolation in time of the PG values is also performed for intermediate nested grid
time steps. The NG is then updated in a series of smaller steps until it has caught up to the
simulation time of the PG. At this time, the reverse communication is accomplished by averaging
the prognostic variables over each set of NG cells which occupy a single parent grid cell, and
replacing the PG cell value with that average.
The prognostic velocity components, potential temperature, and moisture variables are
multiplied by density prior to their communication from either grid to the other. The interpolation
and the averaging operators are both designed to conserve the volume integrals of these density-
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weighted quantities between the grids. This implies that the nesting algorithm conserves mass,
momentum, and internal thermodynamic energy.
Most spatial interpolations are quadratic, except for a correction which maintains conservation
of the volume integral. A cubic interpolation is performed for velocity components in the direction
of the given component, for consistency with other velocity interpolations and the constraint of mass
continuity (Walko et al., 1993). However, some NG velocity component values are defined on the
same plane (oriented normal to the velocity component) as the PG values; in such cases,
interpolation and averaging are performed only within the two dimensions of the plane.
If a nested grid extends to the top and bottom of the parent grid, interpolations from the are
applied only to its lateral boundaries during model integration. Interpolation to the interior of the
nested grid is performed only for initialization. For any top or bottom nested grid boundary which
does not coincide with a boundary of the parent grid, interpolations are carried out to define the
nested grid values from the parent grid.
4.4. Boundary conditions
The following section will detail the lateral, top, and bottom boundary conditions used in RAMS.
4.4.1 Lateral boundaries
RAMS contains several options for the specific form of the lateral boundary conditions. The general
form on the C-grid stagger that is used in RAMS is the basic radiative condition:
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where u is the wind component normal to the boundary. The problem is then-to-specrfy-the form of
c, the phase velocity. Options exist in RAMS for the Orlanski (1976) scheme, the modified Klemp
and Lilly (1978) scheme (Durran, 1981), and the Klemp and Wilhelmson (1977) scheme.
The Orlanski (1976) computes с from:

fdu\

. fdu\

The Klemp and Lilly (1978) scheme averages the Orlanski phase velocities in the vertical, then
applies the averaged velocities to the entire vertical column. The Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978)
scheme simply specifies a constant value as a typical gravity wave phase velocity (10^-30 m/s).
The radiative boundary condition is only applied to the normal velocity components. Due to the
grid stagger, the other variables are defined 1/2Ax outside of the normal velocity components. These
variables also must be specified in some manner. In RAMS, options exist for zero gradient
conditions, constant inflow and/or outflow conditions, or radiative outflow conditions.
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When a simulation is initialized from observational datą a form of the Davies (1978) nudging
scheme is utilized. See the section on four-dimensional data assimilation for a description of the
implementation of this scheme.
4.4.2. Vertical boundaries
For the lower boundary conditions at the surface, the surface layer fluxes provide the main exchange
of information between the atmosphere and the surface. However, it is convenient for numerical
reasons to define variable values at a fictitious 1/2 Az under the surface.
For the top boundary conditions, there are several choices depending on type of simulation and
preference. For the non-hydrostatic equation set, there are two choices for defining the normal
velocity component to the top of the domain. Either a simple wall (w = 0) or the Klemp and Durran
(1983) gravity wave radiative condition is applied. The Klemp-Durran condition is derived for
linear, steady-state, hydrostatic gravity waves and has been shown to work adequately in some
situations, especially when RAMS is initialized in a horizontally-homogeneous mode and the flow is
forced over topography. In our experience, there is considerably less success in simulations where
the flow is very non-steady (such as a simulation of deep convection). The condition is inappropriate
for a non-homogeneous initialization, since the condition assumes that all vertical motion at the
model top is the result of vertical gravity wave propagation.
Therefore, in conjunction with either the wall or the Klemp-Durran condition, an absorbing
layer can be utilized extending from above the domain of interest up to the model top. In the
horizontally-homogeneous case, the form is a simple Rayleigh friction layer where an extra term has
been added to the basic prognostic equations:
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where ф represents the prognostic variables of u, v, w, and фо is the initial value of these variables,
and - is a timescalewhich is defined as a lineariunction of height, varying from a value of infinity
at the bottom of the absorbing layer to a maximum value at the top of the model domain which is
usually set between 60 and 300 seconds.
For non-homogeneous initializations, a similar nudging condition, which can be compared to
either the Davies (1978) or the Rayleigh friction schemes, can be used as an absorbing layer at the
model top. See the section on four dimensional data assimilation for a description of the
implementation of this scheme.
Similar to the lateral boundary conditions, the other variables are defined 1/2 Az above the
normal velocity components due to the grid stagger. These variables are specified by a simple
extrapolation.
For the hydrostatic model, the vertical direction is handled somewhat differently than with a
non-hydrostatic model. RAMS contains two options for the boundary condition of the hydrostatic
equation. Either the top boundary pressure is computed with the Klemp-Durran condition described
above or the pressure at the ground surface is predicted in the following manner.
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The hydrostatic equation is written in the nonlinear form with the Exner function.
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The boundary condition for the hydrostatic equation in the model integration is Ae prognostic
surface pressure equation that is derived from substitution of the hydrostatic equation into the fully
elastic mass continuity equation.

at
where z g is the height of the ground and ZT is the height of the model top.
The boundary condition assumes that the divergence above the model top is small compared to
the divergence in the domain. This assumption is consistent with many c p coordinate models in use
that set the top pressure of the model at 100 mb and define да/dt = 0 at the top.
Both forms of the top absorbing layer are available for the hydrostatic model, also.
4.5 Data analysis technique
For simulations using observational data, RAMS needs data analyses for initial conditions, large
scaie iaterai boundary tendencies, and the four-dimensional data assimilation scheme; Various
observational datasets are combined and processed with a mesoscale isentropic data analysis
package (Tremback, 1990) which has been termed RAMS/ISAN (ISentropic ANalysis package).
Recent improvements to ISAN have been made which greatly increase the accuracy and
functionality of the data analysis.
Isentropic coordinates have many advantages over other coordinate systems when applied to
data analysis. Since the synoptic- scale flow is, to a first approximation, adiabatic, an objective
analysis performed on an isentropic surface will better approximate the interstation variability of the
atmospheric fields. Also, isentropes tend to be "packed" in frontal areas, thus providing enhanced
resolution along discontinuities. In addition, because isentropes are sloped in me vicinity of fronts,
short wavelength features are transformed into longer wavelengths that can be more accurately
analyzed objectively with much less smoothing than with other coordinate systems. However, there
are some disadvantages to isentropic coordinates, namely that the vertical resolution decreases as the
atmospheric stability decreases (i.e., in the planetary boundary layer) and mat the isentropes
frequently intersect the ground. Therefore, one of the main improvements to ISAN has been the
inclusion of a "hybrid" vertical coordinate, a mixture of isentropic and me terrain-following,
coordinates which will help to alleviate the problems that occur with isentropic coordinates near the
ground.
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This section will detail the current version of the package and describe the analysis procedure.
We will focus on the procedure for making simulations with historical data; however, similar
procedures are used when using RAMS in an operational forecast mode or when only local data are
available. Also, ISAN is able to create a data analysis from any or all of the described datasets, but
obviously, for initializing the atmospheric model, some upper air data is necessary.
4.5.1. Nested grids and data analyses
ISAN will perform a separate data analysis to any or all of the nested grids specified for the RAMS
simulation. This allows the user to create a higher resolution analysis over, for instance, an intensive
field site. If data resolution does not warrant a separate analysis, a nested grid may be interpolated
from the next coarser grid.
4.5.2. Access of large scale data
The first step in the analysis procedure is usually to access the available global gridded datasets that
are routinely produced by the National Meteorological Center (NMC) or the European Center for
Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) which are archived at various institutions including
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). These data are usually defined on a global
2.5° grid on a number of mandatory pressure levels. These data are accessed over the area of interest
and interpolated onto the RAMS polar-stereographic grids, creating a polar-stereographic/pressure
coordinate dataset. Then, the data are interpolated vertically (linearly in p ^ p or height) to both the
isentropic vertical coordinate and the terrain-following, a z coordinate.
4.5.3. Processing of rawinsondes
Once the large scale data has been processed, any available (routine, special, or bogus) rawinsondes
observations may be accessed. All significant and mandatory level wind, temperature, and moisture
data can be used from the rawinsonde reports. The horizontal wind components, pressure, and
relative humidity are interpolated vertically (linearly in p ^ p ) to the same isentropic levels or the az
levels as was the large scale data.
An separate objective analysis is then performed on the isentropic and a z datasets. The Barnes
(1973) objective analysis scheme is applied to the wind, pressure, and relative humidity on the
isentropes and the wind, temperature, and relative humidity on the a z levels. User-specified
parameters control the smoothing characteristics of the objective analysis and the relative
importance between the rawinsondes and the large-scale data.
4.5.4. Processing of surface observations
The atmospheric variables at the earth's surface are analyzed in a similar manner to the upper-air
variables. Wind components, potential temperature, and relative humidity are objectively analyzed
using the Barnes scheme.
4.5.5. Blending of analyzed datasets
At this point, there are three objectively-analyzed, gridded datasets on the polar-stereographic
RAMS grids, the isentropic and crz upper-air datasets and the surface dataset. These data are blended
in the following manner. First, a layer is chosen, usually starting at a level just above the boundary
layer, extending for 1-3 km. From the surface to the bottom of this layer, the analysis will be defined
completely from the a z data. From the top of this layer to the top of the model domain, the analysis
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will be defined completely from the isentropic data, bi the layer, there is a simple weighted average
of the isentropic and a z data where the weighting function is a linear function of height.
This defines the final upper-air analysis to be used for the RAMS simulations. It still remains to
Blending the surface analysis into the upper-air fields still remains. There are two main conceptual
problems that are of concern: 1) it is not obvious how deep the effect of the surface data should
extend even in ideal situations, and 2) surface observations are not necessarily representative of all
of the surface area, especially in complex terrain, where the observations are usually taken in the
lower elevation areas. However, the surface observation network is usually the highest resolution,
spatially and temporally, of any of the datasets that are routinely accessible, therefore, we would like
to use them as best we can.
For the first problem, there are a few objective techniques that are used. If the potential
temperature of the surface analysis is greater than the upper-air analysis right above Ae ground, a
neutral layer is created which extends up to the level where the upper-air potential temperature
becomes greater than me surface. Assuming mat this is a well-mixed layer, the winds and relative
humidity are set to the surface analysis values through the depth of the layer. If the surface potential
temperature is less than the upper-air analysis, a user-specified layer depth is set(usually 200-1000
m). At the ground, the blended analysis is set to the surface analysis, with the weighting between the
surface analysis and upper-air analysis linearly changing with height through the depth of the layer.
The second problem mentioned above is addressed in the following manner. The station
elevations of the surface observations are objectively-analyzed in me same way as the data fields,
with the Barnes scheme and the same response functions. This creates a new "ground surface" on
which we assume the observations are valid. If the model topography is higher than mis new
surface, the final blended analysis will be weighted toward the upper-air data if the model
topography height is within the blending layer mentioned above. If the model topography is higher
above the new surface than the blending layer, the final analysis will be completely defined from the
upper air analysis. As an example of this technique, lets take the situation in northern Colorado
where there are surface stations located at Fort Collins, CO (elevation » 1524 m) and Walden, CO
(elevation « 2500 m) which is the next closest surface observation location, about 100 km west of
Fort Collins. Assume that both locations reported a surface temperature of 26 C. A standard
objective analysis procedure would give all locations between Fort Collins and Waiden the same
temperature of 26C. However, the Front Range of the Rockies lies between Fort Collins and
Walden with the lowest pass elevation of 3140 m and several higher peaks and ridges with
elevations up to 3960 m. The technique described above will assume that the temperatures at the
ridge line and for some distance on either side will be better described by the upper air analysis.
4.5.6. Surface characteristic initialization
Because of the lack of routine measurements, the initialization of the soil temperature and moisture
cannot be done accurately. Therefore, a simple method was used that accounted for the actual
variations to a first order only. It was assumed that the surface analysis of atmospheric relative
humidity at 1200 UTC also described the relative humidity of me air in the top layer of soil. In
addition, me temperature in the top layer of soil was assumed to be 4 K lower than the surface
analysis since the model runs began at about local sunrise (1200 UTC). With these values, the soil
moisture content in the top soil layer was computed using the parameterized equations from the soil
model that was used as a lower boundary condition for the atmospheric model.
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The profile of soil temperature was defined by assuming a linear increase of 7 K from the
surface value to a depth of 20 cm, then constant to the bottom soil level at 50 cm. This profile was
modified from the climatological profile given by Sellers (1965) and crudely accounts for the fact
that the top soil layer is colder than me air at sunrise but the temperature increases with depth from
heat storage of the previous days' radiation. The soil moisture profile was defined assuming that the
top-layer moisture value doubled linearly from the surface to the bottom soil level. The soil moisture
values were limited between 40% and 75% of the saturation value at the surface and the saturation
value under the surface. A clay loam soil textural type was assumed for all land areas.
4.5.7. Topographic initialization
Terrain height has an important influence on many meteorological phenomena, and every effort is
made to represent terrain effects as accurately as possible in RAMS. Certain constraints and rules
must be observed, however. Most important is that since terrain height is used in defining the model
vertical coordinate, compatibility of terrain heights between different model grids is required for
proper grid nesting communication. This is equivalent to requiring that terrain heights between grids
satisfy the averaging and boundary interpolation operators which are applied to prognostic variables
(see nesting section). A second concern is that in representing terrain on a discrete model grid,
terrain features of importance may be strongly filtered. A common example is a long, narrow
mountain chain that acts as a barrier to transverse flow, but which loses much of its effective barrier
height when averaged to a coarse model grid using a standard mass-preserving operator. A third
concern is that the finest resolvable spatial scales in the model (i.e., those having a wavelength close
to twice the grid spacing), are not accurately advected, and are in fact moderately filtered to keep
their amplitudes low. These small scales should be absent from the model terrain, so that terrain
does not directly induce such scales into the prognostic fields. This section describes how these
issues are met in the process of defining model terrain heights from a raw dataset.
The transfer of terrain height information from standard datasets to model grids is normally a
three-step process. The datasets usually contain terrain heights defined at regular intervals of latitude
and longitude or of some other quantity such as UTM coordinate. The first step is a horizontal
interpolation of these data to a temporary grid of cojm^parableaesolution to the data, and in the polar
stereographic coordinates used in RAMS. Second, data are averaged from this temporary grid to a
second temporary polar stereographic grid whose mesh size is coarser, commonly by a factor of 2,
than the model grid. This automatically filters out the undesirable small scales from the terrain
height data. Since the smallest remaining scale has a wavelength equal to twice the grid spacing of
the coarse temporary grid, this would be four times the grid spacing on the model grid. In this
second averaging step, both the conventional and a silhouette average are performed. The
conventional average is a simple summation over all terrain heights on the finer temporary grid, and
a division of this sum by the total number of fine grid cells contained in a single coarse-grid cell, to
obtain the terrain height to be assigned to that coarse-grid cell. The silhouette average, on the other
hand, finds the mean height of the silhouette, as viewed from the east or west, of the set of fine-grid
terrain heights contained within a single coarse-grid cell, and the silhouette of the same points as
viewed from the north or south, and averages the two mean silhouette heights together. This
becomes the computed silhouette height for that coarse-grid cell. While the conventional average
preserves total terrain volume above sea level, the silhouette average adds mass by filling in valleys.
It is used to maintain the effective mean barrier height that air must rise to when crossing a
topographic barrier such as a ridge. The conventional average lowers this barrier height, particularly
when the grid is too coarse to resolve the barrier properly. A weighted average between the
conventional and silhouette averages is taken as the final height for the coarse grid cell, where the
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weights are specified by the user. The ihird and final step in computing terrain heights for a given
model grid is to interpolate the values from the temporary coarse grid to the model grid.
When nested grids are used in RAMS, the terrain on all of them may be defined from standard
datasets in the above manner, mus allowing me finer nested grids to have higher resolution
representation of terrain than the coarser grids. When this is done, however, further processing is
required to make the terrain heights compatible between different grids. The compatibility
requirement is two-sided: Fine grid values corresponding to a single coarse grid cell must locally
average to the coarse grid terrain height value in mat cell, and the fine grid values near the lateral
boundary of the fine grid must be those which would result from a bi-quadratic interpolation from
coarse grid values, according to the standard nesting procedure (see nesting section). The required
processing is carried out in three stages. First, all grids are filled from datasets, as described above.
Second, starting from the finest nested grids and working toward the coarsest grid, the grid nesting
averaging operator is applied to obtain averages that are used to replace the coarser grid values.
Finally, starting from the coarsest grid and working toward the finest grids, the nesting interpolation
operator is applied to re-define terrain heights at the lateral boundaries of all nested grids.
Other surface data types include the percentage of land in a grid cell, and the surface water
temperature. These are interpolated from standard datasets to the model grids in the same manner as
terrain height data, except that silhouette averaging is never done. Compatibility of these data
between grids is not a requirement but is desirable, so the grid nesting averaging operator is applied
to replace values on coarser grids with averages from the finer grids.
4.6. Four-dimensional data assimilation and nudging boundary conditions
A ""nudging" type of four-dimensional data assimilation (4DDA) scheme has been implemented in
RAMS in which the model fields can be nudged toward observational data as a simulation
progresses. Since Ae lateral boundary condition of Davies (1978) and the nudging top boundary
condition are examples of this type ofnudging also, these will be also described in this section.
The 4DDA scheme, as mentioned, is a simple nudging-type scheme where an additional term is
added to the model prognostic equations. This term can be written as:
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where ф represents the prognostic variables of u, v, 9и, я, and п. Note that vertical motion is not
nudged since it is inadequately observed and would lead to divergent fields, т is a timescale which
controls the strength of the nudging term and varies in three dimensions. In RAMS, the
configuration of the timescale structure can be broken into three parts, the lateral boundary, the top
boundary, and the domain interior. The final timescale that is defined for any grid point, then, is the
minimum of the three computed timescales or the one that will provide the maximum nudging
strength.
4.6.1. Lateral boundaries
The lateral boundary nudging is an implementation of the Davies (1978) scheme where a number of
grid points in a boundary region (of only me coarsest resolution grid in a nested grid run) are nudged
toward the data analysis. This serves two purposes: 1) introducing time-varying information into the
model domain, and 2) damping information propagating from the model interior toward the lateral
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boundary. In the x (east-west) direction, the form of the timescale structure is a parabolic function
defined as:
1
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where ты is tlie nudging timescale for the lateral boundary regions, TB is the timescale specified for
the actual boundary point, хв is the x coordinate of the boundary point, and xi is the x coordinate of
the interior point where the lateral boundary timescale goes to infinity. This equation is applied only
between хв and xi.
4.6.2. Top boundary
This boundary condition is patterned after the Rayleigh friction absorbing layer that has been used
by many modelers (e.g., Tripoli and Cotton, 1982; Durran, 1983) in which a layer below the model
top is forced back to an initial horizontally-homogeneous state in order to damp verticallypropagating gravity waves, thus reducing wave reflections from the model top. RAMS continues to
use this type of absorbing layer for horizontally-homogeneous simulations. However, when the
model is run with observational data initialization, a modification of this technique is used in which
the absorbing layer is nudged to a inhomogeneous observed state rather than a horizontallyhomogeneous initial state.
In the nudging region near the model top, the nudging timescale is defined as a simple linear
function of height:
T top

UT-ZII

where Ttop is the nudging timescale for the top boundary region, TJ is the timescale specified for the
actual top boundary point, ZT is the height of the top boundary point, and z\ is the height of the base
of the nudging layer where the timescale goes to infinity. This equation is applied only between ZT
and zi.
4.6.3. 4DDA nudging technique
RAMS currently uses the technique that has been termed analysis nudging for its 4DDA scheme
where the observational data is first objectively analyzed to the model grid, then the model field is
nudged to the gridded analysis. This contrasts with observational nudging where the model fields
are nudged to the observational data only at those grid points which are in the vicinity of the
observations. Both techniques have their advantages and disadvantages with the analysis nudging
generally being somewhat more efficient and easier to apply. Observational nudging has the
advantage of only performing the nudging where the observations warrant.
RAMS combines the advantages of both of these techniques into a general analysis nudging
scheme. This is accomplished by the computation of a generalized three-dimensional weighting
function, s(x,y,z), which is used as added weighting factor in the specification of a timescale. This
function can be used to combine several factors, including station proximity, instrument types,
observational confidence, etc. For example, consider a function that is to account for proximity to
rawinsonde locations. A value of 1 can be defined at the rawinsonde locations, then objectivelyanalyzed to the model grid, creating a field that would vary from 1 near the rawinsonde locations to
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a value of O far away from the locations. This weighting function can then be applied to the nudging
term as:

, ФоЬ* - Ф

.

Ot

= £ I. X, у , Z I
£ I. X, у , Z

T

effectively creating an observational nudging scheme with the simplicity of a analysis nudging
scheme.
4.6.4. Nesting considerations
Our experience has shown that it is important to maintain a smooth transition of the nudging
timescales across nested grid boundaries. Therefore, the timescales are defined on the coarsest grid
and interpolated to each of the nested grids.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE HYPACT MODEL AND CODE
5.1. Introduction
HYPACT - the HYbrid PArticle and Concentration Transport Model - represents a state-of-the-art
methodology for predicting the dispersion of air pollutants in 3-D, mesoscale, time dependent wind
and turbulence fields. HYPACT allows assessment of the impact of one or multiple sources emitted
into highly complex local weather regimes, including mountain/valley and complex terrain flows,
land/sea breezes, urban areas, and other situations in which the traditional Gaussian-plume based
models are known to fail.
HYPACT, developed by the ASTER Division of Mission Research Corporation, represents the
next generation of dispersion modeling systems. It combines the best features of grid-based Eulerian
dispersion methodologies with Lagrangian particle dispersion modeling.
The HYPACT Lagrangian dispersion scheme is very flexible. Species can include gases, and a
spectrum of aerosol sizes. The 2-D or 3-D wind and turbulence fields are provided by
MRC/ASTER's RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System) for forecast applications, or an
observational network for diagnostic applications. A Lagrangian model is ideal for regimes in which
the assumptions underlying Gaussian plume-based models are violated, such as highly sheared
flows, recirculating coastal and mountain/valley wind systems, urban heat islands, plume fumigation
and bifurcation.
Although the RAMS code can directly compute the dispersion of any number of "tracers" in a
Eulerian framework, HYPACT has certain advantages because it combines in one code the best
features of both the Lagrangian and Eulerian dispersion estimating methodologies. The advantage is
greatest near a source region for tracers when the source is small and irresolvable on the Eulerian
grid. A comparable Eulerian treatment would necessarily represent the source by a volume no
smaller than one grid cell, and would immediately begin diffusing the tracer in adjacent cells. A
Lagrangian approach, on the other hand, is fully capable of representing a source of any size, and of
maintaining a concentrated, narrow plume downwind of the source until atmospheric dispersion
dictates that it should broaden. In contrast, at large distances from the source, where the tracer plume
is typically broad and well mixed, representation of the plume by Lagrangian particles can become
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inefficient due to the large number of particles required to achieve a smooth characterization of the
plume. The hybrid Lagrangian and Eulerian approach used in HYPACT represents a tracer by
Lagrangian particles near the source, but converts particles to Eulerian concentrations where
appropriate at large distances downwind.
It can be run in Lagrangian particle, Eulerian concentration transport, or a hybrid mode. In the
hybrid mode Lagrangian particles are used in the near source region. As the particles disperse to
scales of the HYPACT grid, they are converted to concentrations for continued transportation in a
Eulerian sense (they in effect become background concentrations to the remaining particles).
Sources in HYPACT can be single or multiple, instantaneous (explosive), continuous, or time
varying for any of the specified species. Source geometry can include point, line area and volume
sources of various orientations. The model domain can extend from an area as small as an industrial
plant site to hundreds of kilometers (up to the size of the RAMS domain). The number of particles
released is limited only by available memory and can exceed hundreds of thousands. Sources,
species and emission scenarios can either be managed through the namelist, or through database
files.
The Eulerian component of HYPACT is primarily a subset of the RAMS code which performs
the same advection, diffusion and updating of scalar fields as done in RAMS. IfHYPACT is run as
a post-processing step, that code is executed apart from the main RAMS code. However in the
planned interactive type of run where HYPACT is run as an integral part of a RAMS simulation the
scalar prognosis will be performed by the standard RAMS code. In such cases the Eulerian
concentration field(s) may influence the meteorology as for example radiatively in the case of a
dense smoke plume. Source and sink terms may include surface deposition, evaporation and
condensation, precipitation scavenging, chemical interactions, and of course the source by
conversion from Lagrangian particles.
The Lagrangian part of HYPACT is by contrast the major component and will be described here
in considerable detail. Its basic function is to define a release configuration of one or more particle
sources as a function of up to 3 spatial dimensions and time, to advect the particles under the
influence of local atmospheric model resolved and subgrid turbulent winds, and optionally to add or
subtract numbers of particles, or attributes of particles such as mass, in order to represent any
particle-to-particle interactions, deposition, conversion to Eulerian concentration, etc. This latter
conversion is performed in regions of the domain where (1) accurate concentrations can be
computed from a sufficiently dense particle distribution, and (2) the particle plume is well resolved
on the local Eulerian grid. Achievement of both conditions may require a large number of particles
to be released.
The atmospheric model fields are determined at each particle location by interpolation, in space
alone where HYPACT runs as part of an atmospheric model simulation, and additionally in time
from a more temporally sparse set of model output fields. In order to achieve optimal efficiency in
the spatial interpolation, and in addition to utilize the highest resolution atmospheric data locally
available in the RAMS multiple nested grid configuration, a special HYPACT grid, called the Ъgrid1, is defined which has everywhere a resolution equal to or greater than the maximum local
atmospheric grid resolution. The h-grid has a single monotonie grid cell indexing system in all
directions, so that particle locations can be easily defined (in grid cell index space) and atmospheric
fields, which are assigned and interpolated to the h-grid from the atmospheric model are easily
interpolated to each particle location. Index arrays are defined on the h-grid which contain mapping
information relating location on the h-grid to location within, and the number of, the finest local
RAMS grid. This facilitates locating particles on a complex system of nested atmospheric model
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grids, each of which has its own separate indexing system. Thus, the particles are freed from
requiring direct knowledge of the current finest grid on which there are located.
Pollution dispersion in the Lagrangian part of the HYPACT is simulated by tracking a large set
of particles. Subsequent positions of each particle are computed from the relations
Xii -f A t )

=

Xi t ) i- (u + i r )Ai

YlI + Ai 1

=

Yitl + iv -I- v ' l A t

Zfi + At)

= Z(t] -t i w -I- w' + w p )At

where u, v and w are tlie resolvable scale wind components, which are obtained directly from the
mesoscale meteorological model, u', v' and 'w are the turbulent wind components, and wp is tlie
vertical velocity resulting from external forces.
Each particle represents a discrete element of pollution mass, mp, which can vary in time due to
If the dispersion of heavy particles or droplets is considered, each model particle represents a subset
of real particles with the same properties, e.g., density or diameter. Some aspects of physical
parameterizations developed for the HYPACT are discussed in (UIiasz, 1993) from the point of
view of mesoscale applications.
5.2. Chemical transformation and radiological decay
Chemical or radiological decay of a pollutant is taken into account by decreasing the mass of each
particle at each time step:
m r ( i -r A i ) = lTipii )cxp( —<x.bt)
where a = In2/xi 2 is the rate of transformation, and Ti 2 is the half life time. Transformation rates
may vary with time and space.
Linear chemical transformations can be also easily included in the model. In this case, the
particle represents multiple chemical species. Let us consider a case of two species with
concentrations, Ci and C2 respectively, which transformations are given by a simple chemistry
mechanism (e.g., SO2 -» paniculate sulfate):
dci
do-5
di
clt
With the aid of the analytical solution of the above equation set at a given time step the mass of
each particle is expressed as a sum of masses of two species mp = mpi+nip2 which vary in time:
m r ! 1 i -г A i i
-f A t )

—
—

iiip! 1 i 1 ex p (—a i Ai 1,
i [ X ] M C A t !
p K
1 [ ]
Oi] —

CX2

•f m V2 i t J c-xp i — Oc 2 At!.
The transformation coefficients, oti and -ao, may depend on local meteorological variables, e.g.,
temperature, humidity, solar radiation. A proper treatment of nonlinear chemistry may be veiy
difficult or impossible within a Lagrangian framework (Zannetti, 1992).
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53 Dry deposition
The interaction of the particle with the ground surface is parameterized following Boughton et al.
(1987). Above a certain height h, the probability of particle deposition is negligible. If the particle
comes below the height z < h the probability that the particle is absorbed during time At is computed
from the transition probability density given by Monin (1959). The probability of absorption allows
one to simulate a partial deposition of the pollutant, as well as the extreme cases of perfect reflection
and perfect absorption. Two treatments of ground-level particles are possible: Both options can be
used in the case of the passive tracer. Specification of the height h is not critical because the
absorption probability falls off very rapidly as the particle moves away from the boundary.
The deposition velocities are computed with the aid of the resistance-model approach (Walcek et al.,
1986):
Vd = U"a ~r Tb -r T c j " .
The atmospheric resistance ra is parameterized using surface layer similarity theory, the boundary
resistance гь is related to molecular transfer across a thin laminar sublayer immediately adjacent to
the surface, and the surface resistance re is a function of land use and vegetation physiology.
This parameterization of dry deposition in the Lagrangian particle model was compared against
prediction of the high resolution K-theory dispersion model. A very good agreement was found for
deposition fluxes calculated by the Markov-chain versions of the particle model and the K-theory
model. The simplified random-walk versions of the particle model did not perform as well. This is
due to the time step used to move particles being too long for a proper treatment of the interaction of
particles with the ground surface.
6. BASIC RESULTS OF TESTING RUNS OF ENSEMBLE
ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CALCULATIONS ON BEOWULF CLUSTER
This part describes basic test runs on Beowulf cluster installed in the Institute of Atomic Energy.
The Polish resources are based on the following constituents :
1. Cluster configuration - hardware:
4 machines on Intel platform:
• 2 x Pentium Xeon 2 GHz
• 3 GB RDRAM PC800 ECC
- 18 GB Ultra-SCSI hard disk
• graphic card with OpenGL
- 1 KVM switch
1 monitor + keyboard + mouse
- Gigabit Ethernet
2. Cluster configuration - software:
Red Hat Linux
- General software (cluster type: Beowulf):
- Fortran/C/C-H- Portland Group compilers
- Message Parallel Interface: MPICH
3. Models:
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Regional Atmospheric Modeling System: RAMS
Long-range atmospheric dispersion model: HYPACT
Visualization tools: Grads, Vis5D

The test runs were based on available on NCEP ftp server dataThere are available one control file, five positive perturbations and five negative perturbations.
Prognosis for 72 hours was used with time step equal to 6 hours. The NCEP uses breeding method
for obtaining perturbations files. U should be also mentioned that ECMWF produces about 40
perturbations using singular vector technique, but these data are not available free of charge.
The test runs have been done in the following manner:
1. All runs have been done on Linux Beowulf cluster.
2. A parallelized version of RAMS has been used as a Regional Mesoscale Models.
3. The bred vectors or perturbations from the NCEP were used to form an ensemble system.
4. Long-range atmospheric dispersion calculations (HYPACT) were done using results provided by
RAMS.
6.1. RAMS configuration
The meteorological model parameters required by RAMS are given in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Table 6.1: Meteorological input data
:

Characteristic

J4.4.0

Model version

Model options
Momentom equ.

jNonhydrostatic

Contrmrity equ.

iAnelastic

Nudging

JOn

Time differencing

Numerics
!Hybrid

Horizontal coord.

Ipolar-stereographic

Vertical coord.

!terrain following

Lateral BC

jKlemp/Wilhelmson

Top BC

[Wall

Order of advection

12
Physics

Microphysics

ioff

Soil/veg. Model

ioff

Shortwave radiation

jMahrer/Pielke

Longwave radiation

iMahrer/Pielke
Initialization

Method

!ISAN package
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Value

(Data source

!NCEP

iGRDBdata

i2.50x2.5°xl5;
!twice a day

jlsentropic levels

!39

Table 6.2: Domain input data
I

•

'

Domain
Domain width

Europa

I

Poland

40%60°N
15°*55°E

i
I

48.5^55 0 N
15°-*-24.5°E

Horizontal grid points

40x50

!50x50

Vertical grid points

30

•30

Horizontal spacing

45x45km

Il5xl5km

Vertical spacing

lkm top;
1.2 stretch;
up to 20km

jsame

llO'xlO'

10'xlO1

(Topography

I
i

i

j
11°

ISST
(Land percentage

fTo'

jRoughness

! 10'

iconst

!Const

6.2. HYPACT configuration
The following configuration was used during the test runs:
!############################# Change Log ##################################
! 1.1.0.0
i
i

$GENERAL
iłiyprun=2,
timestep)

!

1 = source analysis

(run is stopped before the first

! 2 = dispersion run - initial start
1

1

metpref= ../anal/a ,! met file location and prefix
dtpart=50.,

! НУРАСТ timestep

maxpart=500000,

! Max total particles in run
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freqavg=300.,

! Interp met data time step(<=met anal freq,>=dtpart) (s)

ihturb=l,

! 1 = turb component to diffusion used, = 0 not used

iadvord=2,

! Eulerian cone advection order = 2 or 6

! Hybrid mode control

hybfreq=300.

! Cluster check time freq (s)

ihybpart=40,

! Particles per cluster per source

ihybmin=5,

! Min parts per cluster (below which parts are converted)

hybhoriz=2.,

! Horizontal length scale (fraction of horizontal grid
spacing)

hybvert=2.,

! Vertical length scale (frac vert grid spacing, or in m
if < 0)

$END
Output Control
$OUTPUT
hyppref='./hyt/a

! HYPACT filename prefix

hypfreq=21600.,

! Frequency of HYPACT analysis file output (s)

ipartout=l,

! 1 = Output particle files

ieulout=l,

! Output concentrations 0 = none 1 = current 2 = average 3
= both

ilagout=l,
imetout=l,

! Output the meterology 0 = no 1= yes

avgtime=900.,

! Averaging time (s) (must be <= hypfreq)

ioutfmt=l,

! 1 = vfile

irgrid=l,

!
!
!
!

r-grid concentration outputs (must be <= ihgrid)
if irgrid > 0, specified grid
if irgrid = 0, all grids
if irgrid < 0, grids from abs(irgrid)

$END
f

„_

Species Specifications

$SPECIES
! Species database path/filenames (='none' no file read)
!
If a species file is used this namelist does not need to contain
!
any further namelist variables. If may contain ioutspec which
!
will otherwise default to 1 (other variables will be overwritten
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!

by the file values).

specfile='none',
! Species name
1

specname='TRS•,':N:CO:B:2:N:', XXT',
! Molecular weight (g/mole)
wgtmol=60., 44., 98.,
! Mass units applied to the emission rate and ratio
r

units='ug', ug','ug',
! Particle settlement l=yes, 0=no
ihfall=0,0,0,
! Particle settlement rates
szpwr=l., 1., 1.,
szmin=l., 1., 1.,
szmax=l.,1.,1.,
! Include species in output l=yes, 0=no
ioutspec=l, 0,0,
$END
i

Source Specifications

$SOURCES
i Source database path/fiiexrames (='ткте! no file read)
!
If a source file is used this namelist does not need to contain
!
any further namelist variables (they will be overwritten by the
!

file values)

srcfile='none',
! Source name
srcname='Świerk', 'Power_l', 'Power_2','Ponds', 'Mill_2',
! Area shape - point (poi),rectangular (rec), triangular (rec),
! irregular polygon (pol) or elliptical (ell)
shape='rec','tri','poly','ell','poi',
! Positions of rectangular, elliptical and polygon source centers
srcy= 51.2,0.,51.7,51., 51.2,
srcx= 19.2,0.,19.7,19.,19.2,
! Height above ground for the center of each source (m)
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srcz=50.,100.,100.,5.,50.,
! Either: Coords of corners and height for irregular polygon shaped sources
! Or:
Size dimensions of rectangular and elliptical sources (m)
! (note that the indices are important)

xsize(I)=IO.,
ysize(l)=10.,
zsize(l)=l.,

! Rotation about vert axis of rect or ellip source (deg)
! [+ = clockwise rot]
rotation=45.,0.,0.,30.,0.
$END
!

Emission Specifications

$EMISSIONS
! Emissions database path/filenames (='none' no file read)
!
If an emissions file is used this namelist need only contain the
!
variables iemit, isimend and ienddays (other variables will be
!
overwritten by the file values). If the namelist does not contain
!
these variables, all emissions will be run, and the run will go
!
to the completion of the RAMS run.
emfile='none',
! Emit - =1 run emissions ( =0 do not)
iemit=i,0,0,0,0,
! Source - must be <= nsources
isource=l,5,1,4,3,
! Species - must be <= nspecies
ispecies=l,2,2,2,2,
! Start of emission (hhmmss UTC) and No of full days from model start
irelstrt=000000,000000,000000, 000000, 000000,
istrtdays=
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
! Duration of emission (hhmmss) and No of full days of emmision
ireldur =120000,060000,020000,240000,060000,
idurdays=
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
! End of run (hhmmss UTC) and No of complete days run
isimend =240000,
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ienddays=

2,

! Source type - Lagrangian (lag), Eulerian (eul), Hybrid (hyb) or both (both)
type='eul','lag','lag','both','both',
! Scaling - rate (rat), total (tot), specific (spe) or absolute (abs)
scaling='rat', 'abs', 'rat', 'tot', 'tot',
! No. of particles emitted per dtpart
numparts=10,10, 5,1000,1000,
! Emission rate
rate=0.,2000000000.,1.,200.,20.,
! Mass to particle ratio
ratio=l.e9,1.e9,0.,I.e9, I.e9,
$END

6 3 . Release specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Species named TRS with molecular weight 60 g/mole has been released on 09:04:2003 at 00:00
UTC.
Duration of emission (hhmmss) -120000.
Position of release - 51.2°N, 19.2E, 50 m above the ground.
Source shape - rectangular, 10mx Ю т * Im.
Emission rate - 2 x 106 jig/s.

6.4 Graphical displays of output
To help with the interpretation of the distribution of forecasts, ensemble output is frequently
displayed in various graphical forms, particularly "postage stamp"1 maps, "spaghetti"' diagrams and
"plume" diagrams. Postage stamp maps consist of forecast maps for all of the ensemble members,
presented on one page, covering a limited domain of interest, and at a particular level. They most
often depict 1he selected contour or surface fields, for a particular forecast projection. These present
enormous amounts of information, and may be hard to read and interpret, especially if the ensemble
has many members. To help with the interpretation of spatial fields from the ensemble, the forecasts
may be processed to help group "similar"1 patterns or, alternatively, identify patterns lhat are
markedly different from the others. Two such processing methods in operational use are clustering
and tubing (Atger, 1999). Clustering involves calculating the differences among all pairs of
ensemble members, grouping together those for which differences are small, and identifying as
separate clusters those members with larger differences. Tubing involves identifying a central
cluster which contains the higher density part of the ensemble distribution, then identifying
"outliers" - extreme departures from the centroid of the main cluster. The line joining the centroid of
the main cluster and each outlier then defines the axis of a tube, which extends in the direction of the
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outlier from the main cluster. The tubes may be interpreted as an indication of the directions in
which the forecast may differ from the ensemble mode. Whatever the similarities and differences
between these two methods of categorizing or grouping the members of the ensemble distribution,
the aim is the same: to organize the massive information content of the ensemble to become more
easily interpretable by forecasters.
Spaghetti plots represent a sampling of the full ensemble output in a different way. In a
spaghetti plot, a single contour is plotted for all the ensemble members. Thus the main ridge and
trough features of the contour can be seen along with the way in which they are forecast by each
ensemble member. Areas where there is greater uncertainty immediately stand out as large scatter in
the position of the contour. One must be cautious in the interpretation of the chart, however, because
large spatial scatter may not be significant when it happens in areas of flat gradient. For this reason,
a measure of the ensemble spread such as the standard deviation is usually plotted on the map. Then,
areas of large apparent uncertainty in the contour forecast can be checked to verify that they also
coincide with larger ensemble spread.
Plume diagrams are equivalent to spaghetti plots. Instead of plotting the spatial distribution of
the ensemble member forecasts at a particular forecast projection, the distribution of the ensemble
forecasts is plotted for a particular location as a function of projection time. Plume diagrams are
most often prepared for elements such as concentration, for specific stations. For ease of
interpretation, the probability density of me ensemble distribution might be contoured on a plume
chart.
Another format in which single-location ensemble output is presented are ^box-and-whisker"
plots of direct model output element forecasts. The boxes shown at each 6 h indicate the range of
values forecast by the ensemble between the 25ft and 75th centile (the middle 50% of the
distribution), while the median of the ensemble is indicated by the horizontal line in the box. The
ends of the lines extending out of both ends of the box (the "whiskers") indicate the maximum and
minimum values forecast by the ensemble. These kinds of plots are an effective graphical way of
depicting the essential characteristics of a distribution. Asymmetries and the spread of the
distribution car. be immediately seen, and variations over the period of the forecast are also
immediately apparent.
At this stage of our research we have performed test runs with RAMS v 4.4 and HYPACT v3.6
(using one control and 5 positive and 5 negative perturbations for each code).
Those runs can be illustrated with the pictures presenting selected (due to large amount of runs
and rich output) means, spaghetti plots and spreads for our RAMS ensemble as well as comparisons
with analysis of the pressure at the Sea Level (Figs. 15-22).
There are also presented selected output data from HYPACT runs for the same day for
comparison and illustration of achieved results (Figs. 23-28).
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Fig. 19. Analysis - pressure on SL - t48h.
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Fig. 20. Spaghetti plot for geo potential height at the standard level of SOO hPa. Contours of 5300 m and 5400 m
are shown for the ensemble members. Time 3Oh after release began.
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Fig. 21. Wind streamlines. Shown is the mean for the ensemble. Time 3Oh after release began.

Fig. 22. Spread of the ensemble for wind speed. Time 3Oh after release began.
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Fig. 23. Spaghetti plot for the contour 0.001 fig/mJ. Time 36h after release began.

Fig. 24. Spaghetti plot for the contour 0.006 (ig/m3. Time 36h after release began.
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Fig. 25. Mean concentration for the ensemble. Time 36h after release began.

Fig. 26. Spread of the ensemble. Time 36h after release began.
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Fig. 27. Selected contour of the distribution of flic substance concentration in Hg/m in the consecutive moments
of time. From the left to the right: 6h, 12h, 18h, 24h, 3Oh and 36h after release began. Shown is the mean of the
ensemble.
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Fig. 28. Substance concentration in the consecutive moments of time. From the left to the right and from the top
to the bottom: 6h, 12h, 18h, 24h, 3Oh and 36h after release began. Shown are results for the control run. Wind
streamlines also shown.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Two methods of ensemble systems for long range dispersion calculations were presented in the
report. The first one is based on participation of national institutions in a common work, which
means that different models, both numerical weather prediction systems and atmospheric dispersion
models are used to create the ensemble system. The second approach is based on usage of
perturbation produced by the numerical weather prediction systems in atmospheric dispersion
calculations.
There are several advantages and disadvantages of these approaches:
1. Usage of different models is faster as it can be done in parallel by a number of participants.
2. In order to produce perturbed prognosis typically there is a need to have powerful computer
capabilities.
3. Different models can be easily compared, which is important for decision makers in case of a
real emergency.
4. However, it was shown that usage of quite cheap Beowulf cluster allows for making needed
calculations in a reasonable time, in particular if some global meteorological prognoses are
available.
5. Different models typically produced more scattered results, which mean that uncertainty for
decision makers is much bigger.
6. It would be convenient to have some statistics in case of usage of different models to find
their typical behavior in various meteorological conditions.
Therefore it seams that some kind of hybrid ensembling approach can be proposed. Instead of
one regional mesoscale model, few such models can be implemented. The MM5 model has been
also implemented on Beowulf cluster in the Institute of Atomic Energy and there is an idea to add
also ETA and WRF models. Similarly few selected long-range atmospheric dispersion models,
associated with numerical prediction systems can be applied in the system.
There is also a need to further development of post processing, in particular presentation for
decision makers must be simple and easily readable. It should be mentioned that some ideas
concerning Regional Ensemble Systems are of high importance for this approach.
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